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The Meeting

What on Earth is happening.? We had 54
members, guest and family members at
the meeting!

 Rogerio Kocuka, a Sgt. Major student
from Brazil joined our group.  He will be
with us until May 2009.  Welcome,
Rogerio.

Toward the end of the meeting, Chris
Gilmore and Roger Gutierrez dropped
in to visit and expressed a desire to join
our membership.  Both stopped by at the
Bassett Place Show and were impressed
with what we had to offer and now want
to be a part of the membership. I cannot
remember ever having this many people
at a meeting.

Mike Boudreaux was back in force this
month with two very nice Tamiya G4M1
“Betty’s” in 1/48th scale.

Mike Boudreaux



The El Paso Scale Model Society

Our club is a chartered chapter of the International Plastic Model Society - U.S. Branch (the
IPMS-USA). The EPSMS was first organized in 1969, received its charter in 1970, and has
been continuously active since that time.

We are a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting the art of scale modeling (regardless
of construction media), and membership is open to anyone interested in scale modeling. Club
membership dues are payable on an annual basis (we can accept cash or personal checks). Dues
are $15.00 per year for regular members over the age of 16, and are based on a January-
December club year. Junior memberships are available for those aged 16 and under, and are
priced at $5.00 per year. Family memberships are available for an extra payment of $2.00 per
year per family member. Members in good standing are entitled to vote in all club matters, run
for office, enter club contests, judge in all club contests, and receive a copy of the club's monthly
newsletter. Hal's Hobby Warehouse on Bessemer in East El Paso also offers club members a
discount on purchases of models and modeling materials. The exact discount is set on a sliding
scale. Our club meetings are generally held on the 1 st or 2nd Sunday of each month at 2.00
p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of St. Paul's United Methodist Church at 7000 Edgemere Blvd
(please see the map below). Schedule changes are published ahead of time in the newsletter.
We normally hold either one or two model contests at each club meeting, one against a specific
modeling or historical theme, and one that is an open competition for anything a modeler
wishes to bring.

"The Glue" is the official publication of
the El Paso Scale Model Society. We
publish on a monthly basis and try to
cover just about any area of interest that
club members may have.

Model pictures, articles, kit reviews,
suggestions of any kind, wants and
disposals, items for publication, and
general gripes, should be sent to the
following email address:

efnevarez@elp.rr.com

or if you prefer using regular mail, you
can send your submissions to:

The Glue
c/o Fabian Nevarez
12344 Olga Mapula

El Paso, Texas 79936

Our Year 2008 Club Officers

President
John Estes  915-598-6957
 IPMS #3498
1 st Vice-President
Bill Coster 915-585-1508
 IPMS #32598
2nd Vice-President
Mike Drapes 915-584-7597

IPMS #29119
& Newsletter Editor
Fabian Nevarez 915-858-5608

IPMS# 41984
IPMS-USA
Gustav Hebrok 915-779-5082
Chapter Contact  IPMS #4058

Web Master
Mike Drapes 915-584-7597

IPMS #29119

"The Glue" is provided as a courtesy to members and friends of
the El Paso Scale Model Society by Fabian Nevarez / Check Your
Six - Graphics Studio. Except for this logo and the EPSMS Club
logo, materials herein may be reproduced for single instances of
noncommercial use by individual modelers and others.Reproduction
other than the above must be requested in advance from the
newsletter editor.
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Where We Meet

Schedule of Events for 2008
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January  6  2008  Meeting
26  CALMEX XXII given by SWAMP

February 3 Meeting
16   Model Fiesta 27 Live Oak Center, 

San Antonio, TX

March 2 Meeting
15  Flying Tigers Scale Model Builder's

15th Annual Contest, Kenner LA
15  Showdown #18  Irving, TX
29  Tulsa, OK  21st Annual Open Conte

April 6 Meeting
5 Modelmania 2008 IPMS-Houston
12  Cajun Modelfest XXIII  Baton 

Rouge, LA
26 SLC-08  Salt Lake City, UT

May 4 Meeting
31 ScaleFest 2008  Grapevine TX

June 1 Meeting
22 Heartland Model Club Nationals

Overland Park, Kansas

July 6 Meeting

August 3 Meeting
6-9 IPMS National Convention   

Virginia Beach VA
10 Basset Show

Sept. 7 Meeting

October 5 Meeting
18   CASM Sproo-Doo/ IPMS Region

6 Convention Little Rock, LA

Nov. 2 Meeting
9 Bassett Veteran’s Day show

December 7 Meeting
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The
President’s
Column

 A reminder, if you bring your children to
the meetings, do not let them run wild on
the Church grounds.  Keep them in your
sight so that nothing is damaged by them.

We could lose our place to meet which
would make John Estes very hard to get
along with as he has assured the Church
that we will hold up our end of the deal
as long as we meet at the church.

Connie Harth IPMS 18360

It is with much regret and sadness
that I have to announce the death of
Cornelius (Connie) Harth.  Connie
had been a member of IPMS/El Paso
for many years and was a lifelong
modeler.  Connie told me stories of
going out to the landing  ground to
see airplanes with his father in Los
Angeles during the thirties which is
now part of LAX.
Connie was a B-25 pilot with the
489th Bomb Squadron of the 340th
 Bomb Group. He flew from North
Africa, Sicily and Italy during WW II.
 He completed 55 missions and was
award the Distinguished Flying Cross
for an action over the Po River Valley.
 His flight destroyed a bridge over
the river after heavy losses  by the
Group that required a second pass
over the area in heavy AA fire.
He is survived by his wife Anna.
Connie attended abut 19 IPMS
National or Regional Conventions
and won a fair share of awards at
those events.  His specialty was WW
I aircraft and he built most from vac
u form or limited run kits.  His WW I
aircraft were rigged and had some
very nice work done on the interiors,
much of it scratch built  based on
some serious research on his part.
Ninety nine point nine percent of his
modeling was done in 1/72nd scale
and he finished and rigged about ten
models during 2008 before he illness
became so intense that he could no
longer model.

Our next meeting is on Oct. 5 at the
usual venue. Bring a model and Bring
a Friend.

John Estes

John Paul Jones has been presenting an
airport history to several Aviation Historical
groups.  We can have him do the
presentation for us, if the membership
wishes . I would ask that if we have him,
that those who tend to talk during the
presentations either go outside or go to the
extreme back of the Fellowship Hall to
shoot the bull. It is a well done presentation
and worth our time to listen to it.

Chris Gilmore and Roger Gutierrez

Connie Harth
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Julio Sanchez had a Myasishchev M-4 /201
Bison built from the Sutcliffe 1/72 vac u form
kit.  He also brought a WC-121 as a WIP in
1/72nd scale. Julio is into big models, even in
1/72nd scale.   Well, done.

Jim Davis was back with another set of his paired
types.  He had a Red Arrows Hawk in 1/48th
scale based on the Airfix kit and ditto in 1/72nd
scale using the Fujimi kit.  Nice and  bright and
well-done.

Chuck Fasion was back with more of his 1/48th
Japanese work.  This month he had the  new
release of  the Tamiya A6M5 Zero and a
Hasegawa A6M7 Zero.  As a WIP, he had the
Hasegawa Ki 84 Hayate.  Chuck is really staying
busy building , painting and decaling. Chuck
tells me that he is having fun.

Carlos Delgado, one of our Juarez, Mexico
members brought an F4-G in 1/72nd based on
the Monogram kit.

Robert Coster brought a Pontiac Banshee built
from the Monogram kit in 1/25th scale.  He also
had an airplane in the guise of a T-33 in
Thunderbird markings built from the Heller kit.
Way to go, Robert.  Keep them coming.

Denis Cramer, the wood guru had a 1931
Cadillac Coupe, in 1/12th scale.  This little jewel
was scratch built using, poplar, black walnut and
cedar plus a bit of maple wood.  Very nice.  Denis
would like for us to know that the paper model
route is a one tough way to build a model as He
had what appeared to be a Caudron WWI type
built from a  Fiddlers Green paper kit, in 1/33rd
scale.

Julio Sanchez

Julio Sanchez’s M-4 Bison in 1/72 scale

Show and Tell

Chuck Fasion’s 1/48th scale A6M5 and A6M7

Jim Davis’ Red Arrows Hawk in 1/72nd and 1/48th scale
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Show and Tell

Gerardo Escobedo brought another of his
paper models.  This was an Ov-10 Bronco
in 1/33rd scale in Desert Storm Camouflage
built fro a Model Art kit. Nice work
especially on the clear parts.

Bill Coster had a new Starship Enterprise
boils from the Polar Lights kit.  This was
the NX-01 series.

Michael McCarthy is in a rebuilding mode
as his move to El Paso, may have turned in

a disaster, modeling wise. He will be
rebuilding a Fist-B, M-113 from Tamiya
in 1/35th scale. An M270-MLRS from
Dragon, also in 1/35th scale  and a C-130
in 1/48th scale from Italeri. I got the
impression that he was not overly
concerned about the need to rebuild as he
was  planning a number of improvements
to the C-130.

Don Fenton has a huge stack of B-24’s.
He had an Academy B-24M, an Academy

B-24D, a Hasegawa, B-24D and  a
Hasegawa B-24J. With these kits,  he had
plans and station layout drawings and a
great deal of detail work done on the
interior.  He and Tim Campbell ,another
visitor to the meeting spent a great deal of
time checking out the work that Don had
done.

Dane Alley made his first meeting in quite
a long time and brought a 1/35oth scale
Revell battleship as a WIP.

Mike Boudreaux was back in force this month
with two Tamiya G4M1 “Betty’s” in 1/48th
scale.  Very nice work.  He also had a Fiat
G.50 in Finnish Air Force markings based on
the 1/48th Sector kit.

His last effort was a Zeppelin rammer built
from the 1/48th Planet Models kit. A rather
small model when compared with the G4M-
1 kits but since it was to be used a  ramming
device, small would not make much difference.

Alexander Traver brought a couple of 1/24th
scale car models to show.  One an Aoshima
RX-7, the other a Revell 1966 Chevelle Station
Wagon.  He also brought his father, Terry
Traver.

One of our visitors, Roger Gutierrez brought
a couple of car models to show.  Both were
87 Thunderbirds, based on the MotorCraftkit,
the second model was  the Crisco Thunderbird.
 Not bad, he comes as a visitor and his models
will be shown in the GLUE.

Mike Boudreaux’s 1/48th scale Fiat G.50

Jim McDaniel’s 1/48th scale F9F Panther
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Show and Tell

Carlos Delgado’s F4-G in 1/72nd scale

Gerardo Escobedo’s paper model Ov-10 Bronco in 1/33rd

Mike Boudreaux’s Zeppelin rammer in 1/48th scale

Bill Coster’s Starship Enterprise

Robert Coster’s T-33 in  1/72nd scale

Denis Cramer’s Caudron in 1/33rd scale.
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Rogerio Kocuka, our newest member
had a Tamiya 1/35th scale T-34 to show.
It looked very nice and I hope he will
bring something else to the next meeting.

Carl Webster was back after missing a
couple of months with an Academy Tiger
I, early configuration, and  a Hummer
from the Academy kit and a Tamiya M-
113.

Gary Boggs had a WESPE, a German
Sp Howitzer based on the Tamiya kit in
1/35th scale, a little jewel of a model and
very well made by a retired armor guy.

James McCarty had a Sherman FireFly
built from the Dragon kit  and painted
with Testor’s paint and highlighted with
oil paint.  He added the fuel cans and the
tarps, etc.  He also had  a JS-2 built from

the Dragon kits with ModelKasten
tracks and some scratch induced battle
damage.

Roy Lingle had a number of items to
show. As a WIP he had the ArmorClub
M-88 recovery tank and an  Academy
M3 Lee Medium tank. He also had a
Tamiya Panzer II light tank and
Dragon’s  Italian Infantry.

Rogerio Kocuka’s 1/35th scale T-34Gary Boggs’ WESPE Howitzer in 1/35th scale

James McCarty’s Sherman FireFly in 1/35th scale James McCarty’s JS-2 in 1/35th scale
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Show and Tell

Robert Coster’s Pontiac Banshee in1/25th scale

Roger Gutierrez’s ‘87 MotorCraft Thunderbird in 1/24th scale

Alexander Traver’s1/24th scale 1966 Chevelle Station Wagon

Denis Cramer’s 1931 Cadillac Coupe in 1/12th scale

Alexander Traver’s1/24th scale RX-7

Roger Gutierrez’s ‘87 Crisco Thunderbird in 1/24th scale
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OK, we admit it. We are looking for new members. Back on page two of this newsletter is a whole bunch of information
about our club, where and how often we meet, how to contact us, even how to get a membership card. So it’s only fair
that we provide a plug for our national organization, which publishes a darn fine magazine 6 times a year, provides us
with little things like support for regional and national conventions, and keeps us up to date with manufacturer's reports
on ALL the latest kit releases. Hey! It’s worth the money just to get the magazine, and there are always some neat modeling
articles to check out. Give it a try, OK?

Mike Boudreaux’s Tamiya G4M1 “Betty’s” in 1/48th scale


